
Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He came home and took me in his arms and said we
__________________ there-no one ______________ against his mother.
1.

(not/stay) (talk)
should not stay should talk

_______________________ to tell?2. (why/I/not/want/?)Why shouldn't I want

Ladies ___________________ the ball-room alone.3. (not/cross)should not cross

I ____________________ to sleep too.4. (past/like)should have liked

I _____________ of fright in twenty-four hours.5. (die)should die

I am sure I __________________ anybody in the world knowing what was
inside my boxes.
6.

(not/mind)
should not mind

I __________________ to have this time over again.7. (not/like)should not like

You _______________ laurels on your brow.8. (carry)should carry

The reader who wishes to follow the mind of the author in this work
_____________________ himself with the notes as he reads, but merely at
the beginning of each chapter read over the notes which belong to the
foregoing one.

9.

(not/trouble)

should not trouble

My companion asked if we ________________.10. (return)should return

It is not strange that you ________________________ all that is involved
in such a statement.
11.

(not/understand)
should not understand

It seemed awful that he ____________ in jail.12. (be)should be

He said he ____________ there till five.13. (be)should be

The sight of a little blood _____________________ you.14. (not/trouble)should not trouble

What I am afraid of is that they _________________ what I get.15. (not/get)should not get
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I'm on your side now, hand and glove; and I _________________ for to
see the party weakened, let alone yourself, seeing as I know what I owes you.
16.

(not/wish)

shouldn't wish

At least Dick _________________ she was going.17. (not/know)shouldn't know

I tell you we ____________ anywhere.18. (go)should go

But there was no reason why she __________________ some sympathy
for the poor girl who, after all, was only doing what any good wife
____________.

19.

(not/show) (do)

should not show

should do

I know you would never have done anything you _______________; and
then, you see, you had no past to be afraid of, which makes all the difference.
20.

(not/do)

shouldn't do
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